Secure

Brace for Cyber Security 24 x 7

Managed Security Prevention Service
In the event a network is infected with malware, such as
command & control, crypto lockers and other more
advanced security threats, “Time To Detect” is critical at
both a network and system level.
Threats are on the rise day by day. They are getting
more effective and are becoming more dangerous to
your business. The hackers are getting smarter about
how they target your data and information through
means of not just your network but over the many cloud
based applications and mobile users that businesses
have these days. It is imperative that you manage your
security controls tightly across all these vectors to
minimise the opportunities they have to get access to
your valuable information.
Malware is one of the most serious of breaches as it

accounts for some of the most sophisticated attacks in
recent times. Data is the key to most of these attacks
from locking down your devices, to infecting your servers
and network equipment right through to holding your
business to ransom. Malware can be very difficult to
identify and to get rid of if you don’t know what to look
for as it takes many forms in the early stages to find its
home.
Brace168’s B Secure is all about preventative controls
focusing on inside out security. Making sure that your
posture is good to start and controlling the flow of
threats within and into your network. It’s about making
sure that you have the controls in place to understand
when things are not right and how to remediate them
so that you remain safe from Malware.

Why you need to be secure

IPS

Malware infections and service vulnerabilities are reported to Australian Internet Security Initiative (AISI)
members every day. On June 24, 2018, 6370 cases of malware infections were reported. Establish a system to
detect and prevent malicious attacks and data breaches within your environment, to give you a healthy security
posture. Attacks and breaches could cost you more money down the track than being proactive about security.

ASIS Daily Malware Observations
Source: Australian Cyber Security Centre
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Preventative Security Control
The Brace168 B Secure service includes:

Managed Anti-Malware and Endpoint
Protection
Managed Firewall
DNS Monitoring and Filtering
Managed Intrusion Prevention System
How we can help
We at Brace168 have the expertise in detective and preventative controls against malware infections. With 168
(24x7) oversight on your digital environment, you can be secure in your defence armoury.

Call today on (02) 8315 2870 to find out more
or visit www.brace168.com.au

